2007 vw rabbit stereo upgrade

This LKQ Online listing is in good, used, working condition and comes as pictured. You will
only receive what is pictured unless otherwise stated in the description. Please do not assume
anything else will be included if it is not pictured. All of the parts we sell are guaranteed to be in
good working condition unless otherwise noted. We ONLY guarantee the part s will fit the
vehicle s listed in the description. If your vehicle was not originally equipped with the EXACT
part s listed, it is your responsibility to consult a dealer to see if it will fit your application.
Additional items may be needed if this is an upgrade or custom installation. Please consult your
local dealer for ALL other applications. We do our best to prevent these issues from happening
and apologize for any inconvenience it may cause. You will be responsible for any Restocking
and Shipping fees associated with you order. Please consult your dealer before trying any type
of upgrade. We cannot tell you if it fits anything else. Please do not ask because you will only
get this statement as a reply. Just because it looks like it will fit, doesn? The donor vehicle VIN
will be included on the invoice to help obtain the code from the dealer. There is a chance the
dealer may charge a service fee to obtain the code. You must obtain said service at your
expense if you wish to use said service. If an optional antenna is needed, it will not be included
unless stated. Please read above before asking. If a control box is needed for these other than
the part listed, it will not be included unless stated. No antenna, DVD disc, or wiring is included,
unless stated above. We will not guarantee it to work otherwise, and no refund will be given.
Infinity radios will generally work in non-Infinity equipped vehicles, but verify with dealer first.
No refund given. Boxes - Check the ebay 'Shipping and Payments' tab for more info. PayPal
Only Credit Cards can be used through PayPal NO credit cards, cash, or any form of checks will
be accepted for example: certified, personal, or company checks. Tax - U. Residents Applicable
sales tax will be collected for all orders where it is required by law. Tax - Canada Residents Part
must be located in Canada Sales tax will be charged when parts are sold to customers in
Canada. Please check rates below. Due to heavy sales volume and limited staff, we are only able
to respond to questions related to orders. Unfortunately, we do not have the resources to
respond to fitment or other general questions. Please read our listings to hopefully find the
answers you are looking for. We hope you and your family are safe and healthy. It looks like
you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign
in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums
by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. April edited March in Volkswagen. I'm seriously thinking about
buying a Rabbit in about a months time and also thinking about some accessories such as the
i-Pod adapter, the base carrier bars and bike attachment. What Volkswagen accessories do you
have? Do you think it's better to get them from Volkswagen or get them 3rd party? February
Does anyone know if an '07 GTI of Jetta steering wheel with audio controls can be added to and
'07 Rabbit? Not sure if the right connections are available on my 4-door that has 6-disk changer
stereo. If you go to vwvortex. The jetta gli wheel will fit, as will the gti since they are the same
wheel. I think that there is a way to get it to work with the audio controls fully functional, but i
also know that some people just like the feel of the wheel and kept it off. The wheel itself is a bit
expensive and i would never attempt it myself, i'm not good at that kind of stuff, and if you are
anything like me, you will have the added cost of having to have someone else do it for you. I
went to the vw dealer in asheville, where we purchased our rabbit, recently to look at some jetta
tdi's just out of curiosity and i noticed that they have the same exact steering wheel as in our
rabbit, but it is leather wrapped AND has audio controls. Maybe this would be a cheaper
alternative? That is the route i and may would go. Hope this helps! April Some 17's, the rear
hatch spoiler, lowering springs and new center armest will follow eventually. As far as alloys go,
i'd do my best to get them financed, since i think vw factory wheels look the best on vw's but
they are also expensive to purchase after you buy the car. Some dealers have websites, ill post
em up, i think one is 1stvwparts. You can also check out vwdrivergear. Since we don't have a
general discussion for accessories and modifications for the Rabbit, I'll rename this one and we
can use this as the start of one. May Has anyone found any sort of aftermarket performance
upgrades for the Rabbit? I love it but I'd really like to be able to get a few more ponies.
Nuespeed actually built a turbo kit for it, but i've only seen it on an exclusive show car called
the thunder bunny; it made hp to the wheels and it was only a stage 1 turbo, tuned realatively
low. You could contact them and ask if they would undertake such a task for the average joe, so
who knows? Vw themselves is re-tuning the engine for , and very good sources have told me
that this is actually an upgrade that can be arranged for pre ; its an updated ecu and new intake
manifold. It will give your bunny 7lbs more of torque, and 20 more horsepower. It essentially
become the most powerful car in its class. I dunno how much the dealer will charge though. The
old 2. ITs just a matter of waiting. June I just got the rabbit and the dealer didn't have the one I
wanted with rims does anyone know a website i can get VW rims at. You can Google to find
sites, but here is one I found. Ebay is great to go to, as are: Oempl. According to their website it

will fit on all Jetta and Rabbit 2. It should arrive in a week, I will let you know if it's worth the
money. August Just got my '08 2dr Rabbit a week ago, already put on miles. I love this car but
there is only one thing I miss that I have in my Jetta. That is an armrest. Does anyone know
where I can get one for the Rabbit? It redlines at I was thinking of adding the iPod adapter but
decided to save on my monthly payment. Figured I would just use the AUX port. I could hookup
my iPhone since it is the same connector. September I just put my deposit down, with 5k down
including my trade in, im looking at a month. I drove an auto one and was not thrilled. But i
imagine the manual will be better if they can ever find me one in United grey 2 doors and stick. I
drove the jetta in stick and loved it. Now i hear the 08 Jetta has a 6 speed December I put a gti
steering wheel to my vw rabbit If you want a oem gti steering wheel go to tmtuning. Fit all 07 08
rabbit, jetta. And is not expensive If you want see my rabbit with the gti steering go to January I
just had my windows tinted on my 4-door Rabbit and I must say, it really makes the car look
sharp. March Just got my '08 2dr red Rabbit a week ago. I love this car but there is only one
thing I miss that I have in my Jetta- is an armrest. A new iPod adaptor is coming out that also
has a USB port for thumbdrives. Won't come out until the end of the summer or for This unit
actually treats it as an iPod. Full integration and no song limit and CD changer stuff. It looks like
you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign
in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums
by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. Sylvia Posts: 1, July edited August in Volkswagen. June I
recently purchased a black 5door rabbit with convenience package and alloys. Seems like my
stereo is having some issues. The volume keeps altering when I'm driving around. I know its not
the stereo frequency cause this problem also occurs when I have a cd playing. Has anybody
else experienced this problem? If so what did you do to fix it? It sounds like your stereo is set to
volume adjusting mode, which will raise the volume as you drive, and lower when you slow
down. Not sure how to change it, since I bought the 2 door, which I dont think has that feature. It
should be a simple fix in the manual. July I'm another 2 door Rabbit owner. Picked it up last
Wednesday. Silver 2 door with the 17" Vision wheels. So far, I can't say enough about this car
and the value. It does not drive like a 15k car. Awesome deal! I traded in my 03 Civic LX I wanted
to see if anyone with the new 2 door has the IPOD adapter? If so, does it work through the radio
like other VW's? My car came with the Satellite Radio option. The cable for connection charges
at same time is in the glove compartment so your ipod is out of sight and no messy wires. The
ipod is controlled thru the CD and uses the functions and controls of the CD player. Your CD
player is not disabled. The info shown on your ipod is not displayed on the radio. CD 6 is a list
of all the tracks stored in the ipod. I did not find the instruction book helpful.. I used a cassette
adapter in my old car and this is such better sound and ease and safety of use. They did it in 1
hour. The box comes with instructions. Here is a link to show you how to do it yourself and
answer your original question. Hope this is helpful. Thanks gogirlgo. Yeah, the it's a bit pricey,
but I want the better sound. I'm tired of my IPOD sounding like a 15 year old tape. The 4 door
comes with a "nicer" stereo, which is why I'm wondering if the stereo on the 2 door provides the
same function. I'm sure between someone on here and the dealer I'll be able to find out. Thanks
for the info. I think I'll wait for the '07 Rabbit, as the iPod adapter among other options will come
as a factory installation. August After searching everywhere and finding that the dealership was
clueless on this point. I finally found the AUX adapter in my new Rabbit. It is in the glove box in
the upper right. Figured I'd share the love since my next step was to start dismanteling the dash
to see what setup the radio had for inputs. Just bought a 4door and was kind of disappointed
that no navigation was offered. Has anybody else done any research or have any other ideas?
This is a pretty big problem Just in case print this out and take it with you. That way you don't
look a little crazy if they didn't get the bulletin. Radio sound quality varies too much with speed
dependant volume feature disabled. Radio sound is muffled at various volume levels or may be
perceived as fading in-and-out. This amplifier clipping can be verified at higher volumes with
various types of music and is most noticeable when playing music via the radio or CD. This is
due to the radio unit software for amplifier clipping. Production solution Radio software
updated. Follow guidelines below to determine if radio is a candidate for this type of software
flash: Determine Panasonic Radio type and software level 1. Connect VAS tester to vehicle.
Look at header information which appears at the top of VAS screen. Is vehicle equipped with
Panasonic Premium 7 radio? Is software level or as shown in figure 2? Turn ignition to OFF
position. Go to step 1 in Programming procedure for Panasonic Premium 7 Radio. Radio is not
Panasonic Premium 7 type. Do not complete this TB. Further diagnosis required. Radio software
has already been updated. Failure to comply with these guidelines may result in software
programming failure. Insert update programming CD, Part No. Tip: Radio may be in the on or off
position. Radio station presets will not be lost after the software programming has been
completed. At the bottom of the screen, select Update-Programming. Read Note displayed on

screen, and go forward to next screen, the Software programming process will begin. Tip: A
bar-gauge will appear showing the programming process. After programming process is
completed, follow steps on VAS tester. Tip: If a pop-up appears on VAS tester stating that
Diagnostic link is faulty, ensure ignition is on and select repeat. This screen displays old and
new radio information. Software level in header of screen should now be Press forward button
on VAS tester. Select Collection Services. Disconnect VAS tester from vehicle. This car drove
awsome: a stock silver 2-door. I made it a point to locate the AUX input inside the glove box, but
could not find it to save my life. The sales weasel told me that they could install one for me.
Needless to say, I was a little disappointed. I thought maybe it was a mislabled Thanx, Ben. I
just bought a 4 door black Rabbit yesterday and it does indeed have an AUX input in the glove
compartment. It is on the top right, near the front. It is surrounded by a white rectangle. At this
time, it will be installed in or near the armrest is what the rep told me. If you do hear of an iPod
option currently available, it is just the old iPod adapter that they've been using for other
models. It is NOT the one that is specifically designed to be used with the new 07 Rabbits.
Personally, unless they completely overhaul the interface of the nav menu from the iPod
adapter, I'm just going to stick with using the AUX input. September How do you hook up your
iPod through the AUX input? Just bought my 2dr Rabbit manual tranny with esp and 16" alloys
and the floor mat trunk liner package on Saturday. Turns out that's where the jack is, where the
light used to be. Rather have the jack than the light, seems like there is plenty of light to be had
inside anyway. Correct the IPod has a headphone jack on the top. Also depending on the car
adapter you get for power some have an amplified jack in the adapter as well. These get better
sound. As nice as the IPod is the amplifier in the unit for it's stereo out jack sux. Using one
pulling signal out the interface plug always yields better quality sound. Also if you are using the
standard stereo jack out don't turn the IPod above half way up. That yields better quality sound.
My XM works in it well also. October I made sure my speed volume is off so its not that. Is
anyone running a cable out of the glove box so you or a passenger can control the Ipod? Which
is the easiest way to do this without leaving the glove box open? It seems weird that they didn't
put it in the dash or armrest. November My speakers are working fine. I just got the 07 rabbit
and I've plugged my mp3 player into the dashboard jack, but can't figure out how to get it to
play on the stereo. The mp3 player is playing, but there's no sound. How do I get the sound to
work? December Is this an option? January I am experiencing a really weird problem with the
Sirius Radio. While listening to Sirius the radio will suddenly switch to one of my preset FM
stations. When I try to go back to the Sirius radio I can't find it in any of the menus. I have to
turn the car off and restart it in order to see the Sirius radio feature. However every one of my
Sirius radio presets have been reset to the original factory setting of Ch This happens randomly
every couple of weeks. Has anyone else had this problem? And the iPOD docking station is a
joke. In theory it sounds like a cool feature. No need for adapter cables hanging out of the glove
box or radio. A nice professional, concealed docking station that will securely hold your iPOD
while interfacing through the docking connector. And the dealer told me the limit is 99 songs
per playlist. No such luck. I would recommend getting the 6 CD changer instead, less
frustrating. Whats up stevo? Although i have not had the auto volume problem, one particularly
cold morning i turned on my rabbit's stereo and it was very cracky and distorted. I changed
tracks to no avail. So i switched it off. And then back on. And voila! Alls well. Kinda weird but no
biggie. I'm planning on replacing the entire system anyway. I got 4-door automatic 2 months
ago, I love it. But, I always got confused by speedometer and engine revometer. They both use
two digits, and the size are are eaactly the same. April I'm actually having the iPod adapter
removed and the glovebox aux input installed. The lack of iPod functionality is really annoying,
and makes it almost useless, at least for the way I use it. I use random play sometimes, but
usually I look up an artist and play an album. The iPod adapter won't let you do that. My rabbit
came with the 6cd changer and sirius radio, which i love, so being able to just plug the iPod into
an aux input will make things that much better. I didn't realize that they could install the aux
input for you. It's alright, kinda minor compared with how much I'm enjoying the rest of the car.
The dealership is shocked, they say everyone wants the iPod adapter But for now, the aux is all
good, it works fine and sounds exactly like a cd! May Hold down the scan button for two
seconds vol will display on the radios screen turn the scan knob to the left to 1 and it should
resolve the problem. HI, Just wondering where the speakers are located in the 2 door mdels and
the sizes? Does the stereo sound good for a stock stereo? Thanks, Alison. Its sounds nicer
than the speaker system in my old 06 civic ex, which had two fewer speakers, but watts of
power. I'm just wondering how everyones i-Pod adapter with the radio configuration is working.
However, last week the radio basically stopped recognizing the i-Pod. CD 1 through 5 show
"Fail" above the pre-set and have no control of the i-Pod. I can still use the i-Pod I went to the
dealership but they weren't sure, so they called the engineers who build the car or something. I

got a call today saying that the way it works now is the way it is supposed to, but that doesn't
make any sense considering the way it worked before. How is your i-Pod adapter working? Any
issues out there? Any advice for me? As far as the FM transmitter is concerned, I had one in my
last vehicle and the sound quality was terrible. It was cracky and because it wasn't grounded I
got alternator whine along with the music; the faster I drove the more whine I got. Not that that
happens to everyone, but that was my experience. You already have it in your car! I bought a 4
door rabbit a few weeks ago and noticed at random times the bass boosts itself. It's quite
startling becasue its a big increase. The volume doesn't change just the bass. All I have to do is
turn down the volume then back to to the level I was listening and all is well. It may not happen
for a couple of days and it may happen twice a day. My biggest fear is blowing a speaker I was
aware of the possible automatic volume issue before I purchased but never heard of a bass
issue I have the same problem! My husband works at a Volkswagen store and had taken my car
in for tint and had them check out the problem with the stereo but Volkswagen said they are
aware of the problem but haven't issued a fix or recall for it yet. That was last month. I haven't
heard anything yet. I told him to check on it again. Haven't had any other problems yet but only
had it for three months. I've noticed it too. It's happened a few times, but no biggy. I wont worry
about it as long as it doesn't blow my speakers. Not sure if this has anything to do with the
speaker issue: But I've got the 4 door model with the 10 speaker system. I've been too lazy to
look it up, I might do it today and post it. I'd also like to know how to adjust the speed
determined sound levels. I got a 07 2D Rabbit but it came with the booklet for the 4D stereo, so I
have to figure everything out by trial and error. I have the cable, I have the player on, everything
worked great before, but now Any help appreciated. If you've spent any time on auto It's the
only vehicle out there with an exclamation mark in its name, but VW has something to be
excited about with their Space Up! Blue concept. Set to debu Favourite added temporarily. To
add it to your profile, you will need to sign in. New Cars. Technical Specifications: Volkswagen
Rabbit 2. Year Submodel Base. Trim 2. Suspension and Steering. Front Anti-Roll Bar. Front
stabilizer bar. Front Suspension. Front independent suspension. Front Tires Option. Front Tires.
Power Steering. Electro-mechanical power assisted rack and pinion steering. Rear Anti-Roll Bar.
Rear stabilizer bar. Rear Suspension. Rear independent suspension. Spare Tire. Full size spare
tire. Wheel Locks Option. Anti-theft wheel locks. Wheel Type Option. Wheel Type. Front-wheel
drive. Stability Control Option. Traction Control. Transmission Option. Cargo Capacity. Curb
Weight. Front Headroom. Front Legroom. Fuel Tank Capacity. Rear Headroom. Rear Legroom.
Comfort and Convenience. Air Conditionning. Air conditioning. Glass-printed antenna. Antenna
Option. Diversity antenna. Courtesy Dome Light. Footwell lighting. Cruise Control. Driver Vanity
Mirror. Illuminated driver vanity mirror. Front Wipers. Variable intermittent wipers. Fuel Door
Operation. Remote fuel door release. GarageDoorOpener Option. Garage door opener. Heated
Washer Nozzle Option. Heated washer nozzles. Illuminated Entry. Illuminated entry with theatre
dimming. Interior Air Filter. Interior dust and pollen filter. Number of Speakers. Passenger
Vanity Mirror. Illuminated passenger vanity mirror. Power Door Locks. Power Outlet. Power
Windows. Reading Light. Front reading lamps. Rear Heating. Rear heater ducts. Rear Sunscreen
Option. Manual rear sunshade. Rear View Mirror. Remote Audio Controls Option. Multifunction
steering wheel. Remote Keyless Entry. Single CD Option. Single CD. CD player. Special Feature
Option. Steering Wheel Adjustment. Tilt and telescopic steering wheel. Trunk Light. Remote
trunk release from inside and key module. Exterior Details. Bumper Colour. Body-color
bumpers. Door Handles. Body-color door handles. Exterior Decoration. Black side window
mouldings. Exterior Decoration Option. Chrome side window mouldings. Exterior Folding
Mirrors. Folding exterior mirrors. Exterior Mirror Colour. Body-color front grille. Headlight Type.
Halogen headlamps. Heated Exterior Mirrors. Power Exterior Mirrors. Side Turn-signal Lamps.
Side marker lamps located on exterior mirrors. Side-Body Trim. Black side mouldings. Sunroof
Option. Power glass sunroof. Tinted Glass. Interior Details. Digital clock. Compass Option.
Digital compass. Door Trim. Cloth door trim. Floor Console. Floor Covering. Carpet floor
covering. Floor Mats Option. Front and rear floor mats. Folding Rear Seats. Front Center
Armrest. Front adjustable armrest with storage. Active front headrests. Height adjustable driver
seat. Driver adjustable lumbar support. DriverSeatMemory Option. Front bucket seats. Heated
Option. Heated front seats. Height adjustable front passenger seat. Front passenger adjustable
lumbar support. Cloth headliner. Instrumentation Type. Analog instrumentation. Number of Cup
Holders. Rear Center Armrest Option. Rear folding armrest with 2 cup holders. Rear Seat
Pass-Through Option. Seat Trim. Cloth seats. Trip Computer Option. Water Temperature Gauge.
Engine temperature gauge. Exterior Colours. Candy White. Reflex Silver. Sage Green. Shadow
Blue. Tornado Red. United Gray. Interior Colours. Anti-Lock Brakes. Anti-The
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ft Alarm. Anti-theft alarm system. Brake Type. Child Seat Anchor. Driver Airbag. Driver side
front airbag. Electronic brake force distribution. Front Seat Belts. Height adjustable,
pre-tensioner. Panic Alarm. Passenger Airbag. Passenger side front airbag. Rear Seat Belts.
Center 3-point. Roof Side Curtain. Side curtain airbags. Side Airbag. Front side airbags. Road
Tests and Reviews. Be the first to review this vehicle. Space and Access. Driving Dynamics.
General Appreciation. I want my review to be anonymous. Forgot your password? Click here.
Please login to submit your evaluation. Review Highlights. You May Also Like. My love-hate
affair with diesel If you've spent any time on auto Four-seat VW Space Up! Blue to debut in LA
It's the only vehicle out there with an exclamation mark in its name, but VW has something to be
excited about with their Space Up! More Articles. Leasing Financing. No Images available.
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